SG Procedure Features for v9.4m2

- Text plot
- Gradient Legends
- Outerpad for KeyLegend
- LineLength option for KeyLegend
- Segment labels for bar charts
- Data label formats for bar charts
- Sorting for KeyLegend entries
- Broken axis support
- Minor gridlines
- Attribute options for major and minor gridlines
- WhiskerPct for box plot
- CapShape=None for box plot
- JitterWidth for scatter plot
- Label and value alignment and justification options for vertical axis tables
- ClassDisplay for axis tables
- Transparency option on the regression, loess, and pbspline plots
- Colorresponse for scatter, text, polygon, and bubble plots
- New line and marker group options for series plot
- Backlighting option for text in a polygon plot
- Grouped histograms
- Grouped density plots
- FillType for histograms and bar charts
- StatLabel option for axis labeling on dot, line, and bar charts
- GroupDisplay=Stack for BarParm charts
- DropOnMissing option for axis tables
- Separator option for sgpanel insets
- NoLabel option for sgpanel insets